USER MANUAL
INSTRUCTIONS FOR HARRISON:
S, X, CLASSIC AND ICON

Congratulations on the delivery of your beautiful Harrison Oven.
As you already know, Harrison Ovens are only made to order in limited
numbers, therefore, being a Harrison owner means you are a member of a
very elite club.
As with anything that is hand-crafted, each Harrison has its own character
and subtle imperfections, no two are exactly the same. Colour variations and
slight imperfections all add to your Harrison’s uniqueness.
Over time, as you cook with your Harrison Oven, you will notice it develop a
personality as unique and individual as its chef and culinary creator.
Harrison works on solid fuel, so it is likely it will discolour around the door
over time. This smoky-patina is just your Harrison embracng the essence of
the smoke and will do nothing but add to Harrison’s inherent artisan
characteristics.
I’ve written this booklet to give new owners a basic guide to how a Harrison
works, but my hope is that, as you cook with your Harrison, you will become
the expert on how your particular oven operates.
I hope you enjoy creating extraordinary
cuisine with your Harrison Oven.

Daniel Thumwood
Designer / Maker
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LIGHTING YOUR HARRISON OVEN
1.

Check that the ashtray and oven chamber are empty and clean 		
before you start.

2.

Open the bottom vent fully by pulling it out by the handle

3.

Place a small amount of charcoal on the centre of the charcoal racks in
one layer, leaving small gaps between each piece.

4.

Light three or four natural, untreated firelighters and place on the
bed of charcoal.Place several larger pieces of charcoal over the fire
lighters, forming a rough pyramid shape. Ensure gaps remain to allow
airflow through the coals.

5.

Close the oven door, but leave the bottom vent open until oven reaches
desired temperature.

VENT
(CLOSED)

TEMPERATURE CONTROL
By opening and closing Harrison’s bottom vent you can control the air flow
through the coals and thus control temperature.
To increase the temperature, open the vent fully.
To hold the temperature, close the vent.
After several hours of cooking, the oven chamber’s temperature will naturally start
to lower. To increase the temperature, add more charcoal and open the bottom
vent fully. Within ten to twenty minutes the oven will be back to its higher temperature.
Harrison ovens are designed to hold heat for a sustained period of time and as such,
it is much easier to increase the chamber temperature than to lower it. Therefore,
when slow-cooking, it is better to shut-off the vent before your ideal temperature
is reached. Observe how the heat settles, then make adjustment if required.

CHARCOAL
RACK

OPEN VENT

THE HARRISON ICON - EXTRA INSTRUCTIONS
The Icon is lit and maintained in exactly the same way as other models but
requires extra instruction and maintenance for the second chamber.
The Icon is lit the same way as the Harrison S. For optimal lighting open the
bottom vent and keep the vent between chambers closed. Once the bottom
chamber has reached the required temperature the vent between chambers can
be opened to allow more heat into the top chamber.
The middle vent can be removed to be cleaned, this should be done weekly to
keep allowing the vent to move smoothly
From a single fuel source, the Icon utilizes two cooking chambers that can work
independently at two different temperatures or together at the same temperature. This is achieved be opening or closing the vent between the chambers.
The upper Icon chamber can be held 100+ degrees Celsius cooler than the
lower chamber.

Upper chamber

Vent between
chambers

Lower chamber

ICON MAINTENANCE
The vent (between chambers) slide will need to be removed and cleaned periodically to
keep it working smoothly.
On a weekly basis, when the oven is cool, unscrew the wing head screws from inside the
upper chamber (see fig 1).
Remove the handle from the front and lift the vent slide out through the chamber opening.
The chamber can be cleaned with a wire brush.
Clean the vent slide with warm water and detergent, dry and return to chamber.
Use the wing head screws to make sure the vent slide is attached to the handle correctly
(see fig 2).

Fig 1

Fig 2

TYPES OF FUEL
Charcoal

Best for slow cooking, high temperature cooking and baking.
Harrison recommend using the most sustainable, finest quality,
restaurant grade charcoal.

Briquettes

Use for baking, high and ultra-high temperature cooking as well as
longer periods of sustained, consistent temperature cooking.
Briquettes are dense compacted blocks of charcoal that are harder to light than standard charcoal, but burn hotter for longer.

Wood

Untreated, dry wood works well and can add subtle smoky notes
to your cooking. Use for hot smoking, baking breads and pizzas.
Try different kinds of wood, or wood soaked in aromatic liquids
for creative flavour variations.

Wood chips

Great for hot smoking, wood chips are available in several varieties, such as oak and beech. To add an infused-flavour, soak chips
in a liquid flavour of your choice, then place in the oven to add
smoky notes of your chosen wood or liquid to your cooking.

Wood dust

Like wood chips but much finer, wood dust smoulders and burns
cool producing lots of smoke with very little heat. Use in a cold
smoke generator to turn your Harrison Oven into the perfect
cold smoker.

COOLING DOWN
After use, allow you Harrison Oven to cool down naturally.
Close the bottom vent and make sure the door is closed to starve the fire of
oxygen.It can take several hours for the embers to go out and for Harrison to be
cool to the touch. During this time, your Harrison oven should not be touched
or moved or covered.
Hot ashes can be swept out of the ashtray but safety equipment must be used
and the hot embers must be disposed of safely.
IMPORTANT: Never pour water into your Harrison to put out the fire.
This is extremely dangerous and it will cause the steel inside the oven chamber
to warp and buckle. This will also invalidate your warranty.

CLEANING
•

Clean the outside of your Harrison oven with warm water only when not in use
and cool to the touch. Do not use strong detergents on any enamelled parts.

•

The cooking grills can be cleaned when hot (with caution) by using a wire brush
and safety gloves.

•

Any ash can be swept out of the oven chamber only when the oven has cooled
down completely. No cleaning products should be used inside the oven.

•

Any external stainless steel parts of the oven can be cleaned with a brake part
cleaner and polished with a stainless polish if required. Only clean once the oven
has completely cooled down.

EXTRACTION
When using your Harrison oven inside, it should be positioned under an extractor hood. Before installing your oven, advice should be sought from an extraction
expert as to your exact needs.
The extractor unit must vent outside and not recycle the air back into the room.

The exact rate of extraction required will vary due to the dimension of the room,
natural ventilation and airflow and any other equipment being used in the vicinity.
Due to the nature of burning solid fuels, the minimum extraction rate will always be
750m3/hour or higher. A standard, domestic extractor hood may not be sufficient.
The extractor should be turned on before your Harrison is lit and remain on until
the embers have been removed or completely gone out (often a few hours after
cooking has finished). When using your Harrison oven outside, additional extraction
is not required.

COOKING METHODS
Harrison Ovens use 4 different methods of heat transference:
DIRECT

Cook on grills above the charcoal to exploit direct heat.

CONDUCTION

Put trays or skillets directly onto the hot coals.

CONVECTION		
			

Place a metal tray between the food and coals, this will
provide an indirect heat source for more gentle cooking.

RADIATION		
Heat bounces off the back and top of Harrisons oven
			
chamber. All cooking on Harrison (except cold smoking)
			utilises radiation.

Temperature:

Method

Fuel

Example of dishes

Direct

Charcoal,

Steak, game, chicken,

Conduction

briquettes, wood

lamb, fish

Degrees Celsius
High Temp

300-350

Cooking

Radiation

Hot Smoking

250+

flat bread, vegetables

Direct

Charcoal, briquettes

Fish, chicken

Conduction

wood, wood chips

pork cuts

Convection

lamb, game

Radiation
Baking

150-200

Convection

Charcoal, wood

Radiation

Breads,
cakes, pastries,
fish

Slow Cooking

100

Direct,

Charcoal, wood,

Large meat joints

Convection

wood chips

pork, lamb,

Radiation

beef, poultry,
casserole

Ultra Low

70-80

Cooking

Cold Smoking

10-15

Convection

Charcoal,

Large meat joints

Radiation

wood chips

pork, beef

Cold smoke

Wood dust

Cheese, fish,

generator

bacon, ham,
garlic, fruit.

	
  

SAFETY

Harrison ovens weigh 100kg so care should be taken when moving and installing them:
•
•
•
		
•

Never move a Harrison when it is lit or still hot.
At least two people should move an oven using the side handles.
Do not put weight on Harrison’s front door when open as this could lead to 		
over-balancing.		
Only roll a Harrison oven on its base unit over a flat, even surfaces.

INSTALLATION
•
•
•
•
		
•
		
HEAT

•
		
•
		
•
		
•
		
		
•
		
		
•
		
		
•
		

Do not sit oven onto combustible materials.
A minimum gap of 100mm should be kept clear around the oven.
Do not fix combustible storage above or within 100mm of your Harrison.
If using your Harrison in combination with its base unit, ensure the two sets
of frontwheels are in locked position on a flat, even surface.
An adequate extraction system must be used if your Harrison oven is installed
inside (See Extraction section of guide).
When in Use, all external surfaces of the oven will become hot, especially the
stainless top and sides. Do not touch these hot surfaces!
The Oven will remain hot for several hours after cooking, so should not be 		
touched without suitable safety gloves until it has completely cooled.
The door handle is insulated and will remain cool to the touch, so can be handled
without gloves.
All internal cooking racks should only be handled with safety gloves and/or
cooking tongs. This also applies to any skillets, pots, and pans used in or on
the Harrison.
Once you have finished cooking, the embers on the charcoal rack will retain
heat for several hours and should be left to cool naturally or removed and
disposed of safely.
Do not poor water into the oven to cool-off these embers, this will result in
damage to your oven, invalidate your warranty and can be dangerous to the
user.
Do not put a weather-proof cover over your Harrison until it has cooled off
completely.

SMOKE AND CO2
Depending on how the Harrison ovens is used and what is cooked on it, it can produce varying
amounts of smoke which needs to be monitored. Burning charcoal and wood also produces Carbon Monoxide which can be dangerous if not well extracted.
•
•
•

Install a CO monitor whenever a Harrison oven is used inside
Always use extraction when cooking indoors.
Keep extraction running until embers have completely burnt out

PEACE OF MIND WITH HARRISON OVENS’ WARRANTY
GUARANTEE
Harrison Ovens come with a 3 year guarantee on parts for domestic use and 12 months for commercial
use. In the unlikely event that a defect is due to manufacture error, you will be covered for all labour costs
for 12 months.
NO CHARGE WILL BE MADE FOR REPLACEMENT PARTS PROVIDING:
•
An appliance fault is found.
•
The relevant part of the Harrison Oven is still covered by guarantee.
There will be no labour charges during the first 12 months of the warranty.
A CALLOUT CHARGE MAY BE APPLICABLE IF:
•
•
•

Your extraction services are either faulty or inadequate.
The unit is more than 12 months old.
If it is deemed the product has been misused.

Please note that invoices for call out repair work carried out during the guarantee period by any third
party cannot be accepted, unless agreed with Harrison Ovens in advance.
WHAT IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE GUARANTEE:
•
Consumable parts.
•
Any labour charges not directly connected with the repair or replacement of a faulty componenent.
•
Any consequential loss.
•
Accidental or cosmetic damage.
•
Routine preventative service and maintenance.
•
Any external controls/components not supplied by Harrison Ovens.
EXCLUSIONS
This warranty does not cover products which have been altered by the customer or by third parties.
Materials, spare parts and specific tools must be as recommended by Harrison Ovens. Warranty does
not cover misuse, abuse or impact damage. Corrosion caused by incorrect use of chemical cleaners or
scratches to enamel or stainless components by abrasive cleaning materials are also excluded. Warranty
strictly excludes commercial use. Appliances are covered for domestic use only.
External services, such as extraction are not included in the warranty. This warranty does not cover
incorrectly or poorly maintained extraction services. Appliances not provided with adequate extraction, as
detailed in the Harrison User Guide also fall outside this warranty. Harrison are not liable for any claims
that are due to extraction issues.
To find out more about Harrison Oven’s Warranty, please email your dealer, or info@harrisonovens.com
or call +44 203 858 0568.
This policy applies to products which carry the Harrison name plate, trademark and signed cerficate of
authentification.
THIS WARRANTY POLICY DOES NOT AFFECT THE OWNERS STATUTORY RIGHTS.

Harrison Ovens Limited
Unit 2, Sharpes Place
Ellington Road
Ramsgate
Kent CT11 9TD

+44 203 858 0568
www.harrisonovens.com
harrisonovens

